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Abstract
Several graph problems (e.g., steiner tree, connected domination, hamiltonian path, and iso-
morphism problem), which can be solved in polynomial time for distance-hereditary graphs,
are NP-complete or open for parity graphs. Moreover, the metric characterizations of these two
graph classes suggest an excessive gap between them. We introduce a family of classes forming
an innite lattice with respect to inclusion, whose bottom and top elements are the class of the
distance-hereditary graphs and the class of the parity graphs, respectively. We propose this family
as a reference framework for studying the computational complexity of fundamental graph prob-
lems. For this purpose we characterize these classes using Cunningham decomposition and then
use the devised structural characterization in order to show ecient algorithms for the recogni-
tion and isomorphism problems. As far as the isomorphism graph problem is concerned we nd
ecient algorithms for an innite number of dierent classes (forming a chain with respect to
the inclusion relation) in the family. ? 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Parity graphs; Distance-hereditary graphs; Cunningham decomposition; Recognition
problem; Isomorphism problem
1. Introduction
Parity graphs [5] and distance-hereditary graphs [4,20] have been thoroughly studied
because of their interesting metric properties. A graph is parity if and only if the lengths
of any two induced paths joining the same pair of vertices have the same parity; on
the other hand, a graph is distance-hereditary if and only if the lengths of such paths
are equal. Other important characterizations, such as those based on forbidden induced
( A preliminary version of this paper [12] was presented at the 1st Conference on Discrete Mathematics and
Theoretical Computer Science (DMTCS’96), December 9{13, Auckland, NZ, 1996 (Graph classes between
parity and distance-hereditary graphs).
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Fig. 1. The inclusion relations among the considered classes and class complexity of some problems. Notice
that the isomorphism problem is open.
subgraphs and on generative operations for recursive denitions, have been formed
for such two classes of graphs. With respect to the latter characterization, both parity
and distance-hereditary graphs are generable, starting from a single vertex, using the
following operations: extensions obtained by adding true and false twins or by adding
certain bipartite graphs. The latter operation appends an arbitrary bipartite graph for
parity graphs [10], and the smallest nontrivial bipartite graph for distance-hereditary
graphs [16].
Both metric and generative denitions stress the gap between the two classes:
distance-hereditary graphs cover only a little part of parity graphs. Moreover, dierent
computational properties of these classes conrm this gap. By observing results about
algorithmic studies on classic optimization problems, we notice that STEINER TREE, CON-
NECTED DOMINATION, and HAMILTONIAN PATH problems are NP-complete in parity graphs,
because they are in bipartite graphs [23,25], and are solvable in polynomial time for
distance-hereditary graphs [16,26]. Another fundamental problem in the algorithmic
graph theory is the ISOMORPHISM PROBLEM. It is still open for general graphs [17] and
in [6] the problem of bipartite graph isomorphism has been proved to be isomor-
phism complete, that is, polynomial-time equivalent to graph isomorphism in general.
However, in the class of distance-hereditary graphs ISOMORPHISM PROBLEM is solvable in
polynomial time [3] (see Fig. 1).
The aim of this work is to dene and to characterize graph classes between distance-
hereditary and parity graph classes, providing in this way a reference framework for
studying the computational complexity of fundamental graph problems (for a survey
on special graph classes see [8]). Each of the dened new classes could represent a
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class larger than those already known for which the above mentioned problems have
polynomial time algorithms.
To this end, we dene an entire family of graph classes, where each class is gener-
ated, starting from a single vertex, by the following operations: extensions obtained by
adding true and false twins or by adding graphs from a given subclass C of bipartite
graph class. In this way for any particular class of bipartite graphs, we have a corre-
sponding class in the family. We prove that such a family of classes forms a lattice
with respect to inclusion relation, whose bottom and top elements are the class of the
distance-hereditary graphs and the class of the parity graphs, respectively. Moreover,
in order to show that the dened lattice has innitely many elements, we dene an
innite succession of distinct elements 0;1;2; : : : ; starting from the bottom and
reaching the top element.
Since algorithmic solutions for optimization problems strongly depend on structural
characterizations of considered graphs, we investigate the strucure of graphs in the
family by means of graph decomposition techniques. In fact, a powerful tool for ob-
taining ecient solutions to graph problems is the divide-and-conquer paradigm, and
one of its manifestations is graph decomposition. In [14] Cunningham introduced the
split decomposition of graphs to generalize the well-understood substitution decom-
position theory (see [24] for a survey article). Split decomposition has been used to
characterize distance-hereditary, circle, and circular-arc graphs, giving ecient algo-
rithms for the recognition [18,27,22] and the isomorphism [3,22] problems.
Based on split decomposition, we give a characterization for each class in the lattice,
dening the decomposition structure of graphs in an arbitrary class. A consequence of
this result is the development of a polynomial time recognition algorithm for classes
in the family. This result represents a generalization to each class in the family of
the result previously provided by the same authors for the class of parity graphs [11].
Moreover, since the proposed general characterization provides a particular tree struc-
ture for graphs in the family classes, we also show that the ISOMORPHISM PROBLEM is
solvable in polynomial time for classes in the dened family.
For both of the previous algorithmic results we need polynomial algorithms for the
same problems with respect to graphs in the corresponding generative bipartite class.
But we are able to prove that this requirement is fullled by the classes 0;1;2; : : :
forming the dened innite succession. This means that, as far as the isomorphism
graph problem is concerned, the proposed framework of graph classes allows us to
determine the desired tradeo between the algorithmic time complexity and the size of
the considered graph class model.
The paper is organized as follows. In the following section we give the notations
used and recall the basic concepts regarding split decomposition. Section 3 introduces
the proposed family of classes, and in Section 4 we characterize each graph classes
by split decomposition. In Section 5 we investigate the structure of the family. The
proposed characterization is used in Section 6 in order to show ecient algorithms
for the recognition and isomorphism problems. In the last section we propose some
conclusions and list future works.
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2. Notations and basic concepts
In this work we consider nite, simple, loopless, undirected graphs G = (VG; EG),
where VG is the vertex set and EG is the edge set. We use standard terminologies from
[19], some of which are briey reviewed here.
Let S and T be two subsets of VG. A subgraph of G is a graph having all its
vertices and edges in G, whereas the induced subgraph hSi is the maximal subgraph
of G with vertex set S. The removal of S from G results in the graph G−S, that is, the
induced subgraph hVGnSi of G. A vertex x of a connected graph G is an articulation
point if G − fxg is not connected. jGj is the cardinality of VG, and G is trivial if
jGj= 1.
By NT (S) we denote the neighborhood of S in T , that is, the set of vertices in T that
are adjacent to some vertex in S, and by NT [S] = NT (S) [ S the closed neighborhood
of S in T . For the sake of simplicity, we shall omit T if T coincides with VG, and
we shall write N (x) and N [x] when S = fxg. Two vertices x and y are twins if they
have the same neighborhood; we distinguish between false twins i N (x) = N (y) and
true twins i N [x] = N [y].
The symbol Kn is used to denote a clique, that is, the graph having every pair of its
n vertices adjacent. A bipartite graph is any graph G= (VG; EG) whose vertex set can
be partitioned into two subsets VG = V1 [ V2 such that every edge in EG joins V1 to
V2. The symbol Km;n denotes a complete bipartite graph, that is, a bipartite graph with
m  n edges when jV1j=m and jV2j= n. A star is a complete bipartite graph K1; n with
n> 1. We call center and pendants of the star K1; n the vertex in V1 and the vertices
in V2, respectively. The symbol Cn denotes the cycle graph with n vertices.
Now, we recall the split decomposition terminology dened by Cunningham [14]
and also introduce some new terms.
Let G be a connected graph. Let V1; V2 be a partition of the vertex set VG with
jV1j; jV2j>2 such that there are sets W1V1, W2V2, for which all possible edges
between W1 and W2 are in G and no other edges between V1 and V2 exist. We call
fV1; V2g a split of G, and if G has a split we say it is decomposable, otherwise we
say it is prime. The simple decomposition of G with respect to the split fV1; V2g is
the pair of graphs fG1; G2g, and it is obtained as follows:
take the subgraphs of G induced by V1 and V2, add two new marked vertices m1
and m2, and join m1 to all vertices in W1 and m2 to all vertices in W2. Then, graphs
G1 and G2 are hV1 [ fm1gi and hV2 [ fm2gi, respectively. Fig. 2 shows a simple
decomposition of a graph G.
The split decomposition of a graph G is the set D(G) containing all the prime graphs
obtained by the following recursive decomposition procedure:
 if G is decomposable, apply this decomposition procedure to graphs G1 and G2
obtained by the simple decomposition fG1; G2g of G;
 if G has no split then stop; G is prime.
Elements of D(G) are called components. An important property of split decomposition
is that any component in D(G) is isomorphic to an induced subgraph of G. Notice
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Fig. 2. A graph G, a simple decomposition fG1; G2g, and, since the two components are prime, the split
decomposition tree DT (G).
that cliques and stars are not uniquely split decomposable, but Cunningham proved the
following uniqueness result.
Theorem 2.1 (Cunningham [14]). Each connected graph has a unique split decompo-
sition into prime graphs; stars; and cliques with a minimum number of components.
From now on, by D(G) we denote this unique split decomposition of a graph G,
and we call trivial each star and each clique component in D(G). In this paper, we
also use the version of Bouchet [7], where marked vertices m1 and m2 are joined by a
marked edge. In this way, we can also consider the decomposition tree DT (G) of G,
whose vertices are the components of D(G) and whose edges are the marked edges
(see Fig. 2).
Notice that in this paper graphs, graph classes, and graph class families are denoted
by capital letters, by boldface capital letters, and calligraphic capital letter, respec-
tively.
3. A family of graph classes
In this section we introduce a family of graph classes between distance-hereditary
and parity graph classes. In the following denition we recall well known graph ex-
tension operations that will be later specialized in order to dene any graph class in
the family F.
Denition 3.1. Let G be a graph, x2VG and fx1; x2; : : : ; xng a set of false twins of G.
Let B be a bipartite graph with partite sets V1 and V2. We introduce the following
three operations:
1. (G; x) is the operation that extends G by creating a true twin of x.
2. (G; x) is the operation that extends G by creating a false twin of x.
3. (G; B; fx1; x2; : : : ; xng) is the operation that extends G by the bipartite graph B,
identifying certain vertices of V1 with the set of false twins fx1; x2; : : : ; xng (possibly
n= 1).
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Fig. 3. Extension of a graph G by ;  and  operations.
Vertex x in cases 1 and 2, and vertices x1; x2; : : : ; xn are called extension vertices of
the corresponding operation.
Fig. 3 gives a graphic representation of these operations. When no ambiguity arises,
we omit some arguments of the above operations, and we write (x1; x2; : : : ; xn) instead
of (fx1; x2; : : : ; xng).
These operations have been used to characterize the following graph classes: parity
graphs [9], distance-hereditary graphs (where  appends only K2) [4], cographs (where
 is not used) [13], ptolemaic graphs (where  appends K2 and  is applied only to
vertices whose neighborhoods form a nonempty clique) [21] and (6; 2)-chordal bipartite
graphs (where  appends K2 and  is not used) [2]. The last class corresponds to the
class of bipartite distance-hereditary graphs and has a great relevance for the results of
this paper.
We call generative sequence of a parity graph G a sequence  = (1; 2; : : : ; n) of
operations i 2 f; ; g such that G0 = K1, i(Gi−1) = Gi for all i = 1; 2; : : : ; n, and
Gn = G. Notice that such a sequence always exists if G is parity, but it might be not
unique.
If  operation appends only graphs belonging to a specic subclass of bipartite
graphs, then these three operations can be used to dene any element of an entire family
of new graph classes. Before formally dening what kind of subclasses of bipartite
graph we will consider, we introduce concepts about graph class hereditaryness. A
graph class is hereditary if it is closed under induced subgraphs, whereas it is weak
hereditary if it is closed under connected induced subgraphs. All the subclasses of
bipartite graphs we consider form the family B, and C2 B if and only if C is a weak
hereditary subclass of bipartite graphs containing only nontrivial connected graphs.
Given a class C2 B, the following denition introduces all the graphs forming the
new class C. Any class C is an element of the family F.
Denition 3.2. Let C be an element of B and G a connected graph. G belongs to C
if and only if it can be obtained from a single vertex applying successively and in any
order the operations , , and , where  appends graphs B 2C.
Notice that this denition allows both connected and disconnected graphs to be-
long to C. In fact, if G is generated by a sequence whose rst operation is , then
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G is disconnected. In particular, any disconnected graph G 2 C with k connected
components is generable by a sequence having the rst k operations equal to .
The smallest class in B contains only the graph K2, whereas the biggest one is the
class of bipartite graphs (denoted by B). The former induces the class of distance-
hereditary graphs and the latter the class of parity graphs. By Denition 3.2, these two
classes are denoted by K2 and B, respectively. Other elements of B induce classes
in F, such as the class T of trees, the class of (6,2)-chordal bipartite graphs, and the
class of complete bipartite graphs. The corresponding classes in F are T, (6;2), and
Km; n . Notice that K2  Km; n .
Now, two questions arise: \How many classes are in F?", and \Are there classes in
F for which graph problems can be eciently solved?". To give answers to these
questions, it is necessary to investigate the properties of graphs belonging to C
rst.
In the following we prove that any class in F is hereditary. This property plays a
fundamental role to give a complete characterization of graphs belonging to C.
Lemma 3.1. Let G=(VG; EG) be an element of C and let x be a vertex in VG that
is not an articulation point of G. In any generative sequence =(1; 2; : : : ; n) of G;
if all the operations i (i> j for some j) applied to x are ; their extension vertices
are at least two.
Proof. By contradiction, given an index j, let us suppose the existence of an operation
i 2  (i> j) whose only extension vertex is x; that is, i(x). Let Gi be the graph
obtained by i(x). The vertex x is obviously an articulation point of Gi. Let us suppose
that A and B are the two connected components obtained by removing x from Gi.
Since x is not an articulation point of G, the operations in  after i(x) must
introduce a path between a vertex in VA and a vertex in VB such that x does not belong
to such a path. But any  or  operation that is not applied to x cannot introduce such
a path; the simplest way to do it, is by (x) or (x), but they are not in  after
i(x). So, only  operations can generate the path. In order that some (x1; x2; : : : ; xk)
introduces, after i(x), such a path, it is necessary that VA \ fx1; x2; : : : ; xkg 6= ;;
and VB \ fx1; x2; : : : ; xkg 6= ;. But, since fx1; x2; : : : ; xkg is a set of false twins, then
N (xi) = fxg for all i = 1; 2; : : : ; k, and then x still remains an articulation point in G.
This contradicts the hypothesis on x.
Theorem 3.2. Let G 2 C. If G − fxg is connected; then G − fxg belongs to C.
Proof. Since G is an element of C, by denition there must exist a sequence  =
(1; 2; : : : ; n) such that G0=K1; i(Gi−1)=Gi with i 2 f; ; g for all i=1; 2; : : : ; n;
and Gn=G. Let B 2 C and let Gi be the rst graph in the sequence G0; G1; : : : ; Gn such
that x 2 Gi. We prove the theorem by exhibiting a sequence 0 that generates G−fxg.
Let us denote j ( j> i) as the last operation in  that duplicates the vertex x by
(x) or by (x); then either such a j exists in  or not.
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Case a: j does not exist in . In this case all the operations starting from i+1 that
are applied to x are  operations. By Lemma 3.1 these operations are all (x1; x2; : : : ;
xk ; x), k>1.
Case a1: j does not exist in , and x 2 Gi; i>1. If i 2 f; g the sequence
for G − fxg is 0 = (1; 2; : : : ; i−1; 0i+1; : : : ; 0n); whereas, if i = , the sequence for
G − fxg is 0 = (1; 2; : : : ; i−1; 0i ; 0i+1; : : : ; 0n).
In both cases the new operations 0l (l>i) coincide with the old ones if they
are not applied to x, otherwise they are redened as (x1; x2; : : : ; xk) being l =
(x1; x2; : : : ; xk ; x). Hence, in this case the new  operations add B − fxg, and this
graph belongs to C since C is weak hereditary. More precisely, if jB − fxgj= 1 then
l = (x1; x2; : : : ; xk ; x) is not considered in 0, and if B − fxg is disconnected, l is
replaced in 0 by  operations adding all its connected components. It is easy to verify
that 0 produces G − fxg.
Case a2: j does not exist in , and x 2 G0. In this case the removed vertex x is
exactly the starting point in the generative sequence of vertices that yields G. In such
a situation we simply propose a new sequence 0=(01; 2; : : : ; n) to generate G itself,
where 01 is an operation which generates G1 from some starting vertex in G1 − fxg.
Obviously, using the generative sequence 0 to build the graph G, we are still in the
case a1.
Case b: j exists in . This situation is summarized by the following facts:
(i) vertex x appears the rst time in the sequence G0; G1; : : : ; Gn in the graph Gi;
(ii) any k (i< k <j) works or does not work on x;
(iii) operation j is equal to (x) or to (x);
(iv) any k (k > j) that is applied to x, by Lemma 3.1, has the form (x1; x2; : : : ; xk ; x);
k>1.
Since in the graph Gj there exists at least one twin x0 of the vertex x, we can assume
that the vertex x is introduced just by j exchanging the roles of x and x0. By this
assumption, we are still in the case a, and then there exists a sequence 0 to generate
G − fxg.
An immediate consequence of the previous theorem is the following fundamental
corollary:
Corollary 3.3. Let G2C and let G0 be any induced subgraph of G. Then G0 still
belongs to C.
Proof. Let G0 be an induced subgraph of G having k>1 connected components. By
Theorem 3.2 any connected components belongs to C, and then also G belongs
to C.
Since a class is hereditary if it is closed under induced subgraphs, the previous
corollary can be rewritten as follows:
Corollary 3.4. Any class belonging to F is a hereditary class.
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4. Characterization of graphs in the family
In this section, we give a characterization of graphs in C based on split decomposi-
tion. In the next section, this characterization will be used to devise ecient algorithm
for the recognition and for the graph isomorphism problem. To this end, from now on
we will consider only connected graphs in C, being the extension of the obtained
results to the disconnected case straightforward.
The characterization will be given throughout two basic steps: dening the structure
of components in the decomposition (Theorem 4.3) and proving that certain decompo-
sition trees fully qualify graphs in any class of F (Theorem 4.6).
The following three lemmas provide useful results to attain the rst aim.
Lemma 4.1. Let G = (VG; EG) be a graph with jGj>4; and x 2 VG. If x is an
articulation point in G; or x has a twin; then G is decomposable.
Proof. Let us suppose that G − x is partitioned into two disjoint nonempty parts G1
and G2 such that no edge between G1 and G2 exists. Then, either G1 or G2 has at
least 2 vertices. Assuming that G1 has such a number of vertices, then fVG1 ; VG2 [
fxgg is a split. Moreover, if y is a twin of x, then ffx; yg; VG − fx; ygg is a split
in G.
Lemma 4.2. Let G be a graph obtained from a graph G0 by (G0; B; fx1; x2; : : : ; xng);
with B 2 C. If jG0 − fx1; x2; : : : ; xngj> 1 then G is decomposable.
Proof. A split is given by fG0 − fx1; x2; : : : ; xng; Bg.
The following theorem shows that any nontrivial component of graphs in C is a
prime graph obtainable by (K1; n; B) which identies the pendants of the star K1; n with
n vertices of a bipartite graphs B 2 C. We rst give the following denitions.
Denition 4.1. Let G2C be a graph obtainable by the operation (K1; n; B), with
B 2 C. If the extension vertices of  and x are the pendants and the center of K1; n,
respectively, then we call x a hinge of G with respect to class C.
Notice that this denition does not imply the hinge uniqueness for a given graph
G = (K1; n; B) 2 C. In fact, the graph G could be also generated by a  operation
that extends a star dierent from K1; n. The next denition introduces the set of all the
hinges of a graph.
Denition 4.2. Let G2C. The hinge-set of G with respect to the class C is
HC(G) = VG if G is a clique or a star;
HC(G) = fx2VG j x is a hinge of G with respect to Cg otherwise:
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We say that a graph G 2 C is hinged with respect to class C if HC(G) 6= ; (we also
write C-hinged).
Note that by denition HB(G) = VG if G is bipartite.
Theorem 4.3. Let G 2 C. Any nontrivial component of D(G) is C-hinged.
Proof. Let D 2 D(G) be a nontrivial component. Since D is isomorphic to an induced
subgraph of G, then, by Corollary 3.4, D 2 C. By Lemma 4.1, D has no pairs of
twins. It follows that the last operation in any generating sequence for D is (D0; B; fx1;
x2; : : : ; xng) with B 2 C. By Lemma 4.2 it follows that jD0 − fx1; x2; : : : ; xngj= 1, and
Lemma 4.1 implies that jfx1; x2; : : : ; xngj> 1. Hence, D0 must be a star K1; n whose
pendants correspond to fx1; x2; : : : ; xng and whose center belongs to HC(D). This proves
the theorem.
The previous theorem fully denes the structure of the components of a decomposed
graph in C, but this is not enough to characterize the graph itself. In fact, the graph
in Fig. 2 has a decomposition with two components which are hinged with respect to
the tree class T (e.g., nodes with degree 3 are in the hinge-set), but the graph is not
in T, because there are no sequences of operations to generate the graph when the
 operator is restricted to add only trees. Hence, we need more information to decide
whether a graph belongs to a specic class. Theorem 4.6 provides such information
combining the structure of the components with generative sequences.
Lemma 4.4. Let fG1; G2g be a simple decomposition of a graph G such that G1 =
hV1 [ fm1gi; G2 = hV2 [ fm2gi; and G1; G2 2 C. If G2 is prime and m2 2 HC(G2);
then G 2 C.
Proof. Theorem 4.3 implies that G2 is trivial or C-hinged.
If G2 is trivial then G can be obtained from G1 by true twin operations (if G2
is a clique), by false twin operations (if G2 is a star whose center is m2), or by 
operations that only append a K2 (if G2 is a star and m2 is a pendant). Hence, G is
an element of C.
If G2 is C-hinged then the following facts held before the decomposition of G. Let
us suppose that NG2 (m2) = fy1; y2; : : : ; ymg.
(i) hV1 [ fy1; y2; : : : ; ymgi is an element of C because it can be obtained from
hV1 [ fy1gi (which belongs to C by Corollary 3.4) by (y1) applied m − 1
times. In such a graph fy1; y2; : : : ; ymg is a set of false twins;
(ii) hV2i 2 C because G2 is C-hinged and m2 2 HC(G2).
So, appending hV2i to hV1[fy1; y2; : : : ; ymgi by (y1; y2; : : : ; ym), we obtain the graph
G 2 C.
In order to completely characterize a graph G belonging to a class C we introduce
a notation referring to marked vertices of D(G). The symbol mij is used to represent
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the marked vertex in the component Di that has the smallest distance from all the
vertices in Dj. Notice that this notation implies that the marked vertex mij1 can be
also referred as mij2 ; mij3 ; : : : ; mijk if it is the vertex of Di nearest to the components
Dj2 ; Dj3 ; : : : ; Djk , respectively. Such information can be easily deduced using DT (G)
and D(G).
Denition 4.3. Let G be a graph. A decomposition tree DT (G) of G is C-rooted if
D(G) = fD1; D2; : : : ; Dng; Dk is C-hinged or trivial for all k = 1; 2; : : : ; n, and there
exists a root Dr 2 D(G) such that mjr 2 HC(Dj) for each Dj 2 D(G)nfDrg.
A C-rooted decomposition tree of a graph G is denoted by RDC(G).
Lemma 4.5. Let G = (K1; n; B) be a graph in C. If x is the center of K1; n then x
is a hinge of a root of RDC(G).
Proof. By denition of split decomposition, there is only one component Dr of D(G)
that contains the vertex x. Each component Dj dierent from Dr is an induced subgraph
of B, which is bipartite and then any vertex of Dj is a hinge of Dj itself. Then either
Dj is C-hinged or it is trivial. To prove that G has a C-rooted decomposition tree it
remains to show that Dr is C-hinged or trivial. In fact, if Dr is trivial the lemma holds,
otherwise Dr = (hNDr [x]i; hDr − fxgi) because hNDr [x]i is a star, Dr is bipartite and
hDr − fxgi is an induced subgraph of B. The latter fact also implies that x is a hinge
of Dr .
Theorem 4.6. Let G be a graph. G 2 C if and only if G has a C-rooted decompo-
sition tree RDC(G).
Proof. (if case) To prove that G belongs to C we show a sequence =(1; 2; : : : ; m)
that generates G itself. Let D(G) = fD1; D2; : : : ; Dng be the set of components of the
C-rooted decomposition tree of G, and let Dr its root. This sequence  is given by
the following actions. First, remove Dr from D(G) and set = (1; 2; : : : ; k) if such
a subsequence (1; 2; : : : ; k) generates the graph Dr belonging to C, and then set
G0 = Dr . Now, repeat the following steps until D(G) is empty.
1. Choose Dj 2 D such that (m1; m2) is a marked edge between G0 and Dj. By
hypothesis it follows that m2 2 HC(Dj).
2. Remove the split between G0 and Dj, i.e., connect any vertex in NG0(m1) to any
vertex in NDj (m2) and then remove m1 and m2, to obtain G
00, an induced subgraph
of G. By Lemma 4.4 it follows that G00 belongs to C.
3. Update  adding all the operations shown in Lemma 4.4 to yield G00 from G0 and
Dj.
4. Remove Dj from D and set G0 = G00.
At the end of the above procedure,  applied to K1 generates G.
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Fig. 4. A graph G and its rooted decomposition with respect to the tree class T.
(only if case). By induction on the number of operations necessary to obtain the
graph G starting from K1.
basic step. Any graph G belonging to C such that jGj64 veries the theorem,
because such graphs belong to K2 and any component of their split decomposition is
trivial [18].
inductive step. Let us suppose that a graph G 2 C generated by less than n
operations has a C-rooted decomposition tree RDC(G). We have to prove that n(G)
also has a C-rooted decomposition tree for any possible n 2 f; ; g.
Case a. If n 2 f; g then, by Lemma 4.1, n induces a split fV1; V2g. The corre-
sponding simple decomposition fG1; G2g implies that either G2 = K3 or K1;2. In both
cases, by the inductive hypothesis, n(G) has a C-rooted decomposition tree because
m2 2 HC(G2).
Case b. If n = (G; B; fx1; x2; : : : ; xng) appends a graph B to G, then two dierent
cases can arise:
jG−fx1; x2; : : : ; xngj=1. Then, by Lemma 4.5, it follows that the graph obtained by
n has a C-rooted decomposition tree.
jG − fx1; x2; : : : ; xngj> 1. Then, n induces a split fV1; V2g. This split generates
a component G2 formed by B plus a vertex m2 joined to all the extension vertices
x1; x2; : : : ; xm. The component G2 is joined by the marked edge (m1; m2) to a graph
isomorphic to G−fx2; x3; : : : ; xmg. Obviously, this graph can be obtained from K1 by a
number of operations not greater than those needed to generate G, and hence, by the
inductive hypothesis, it has a C-rooted decomposition tree.
By Lemma 4.5, G2 has a C-rooted decomposition tree, the root component contains
the vertex m2, and m2 is also a hinge of this component. It easily follows that n(G)
has a C-rooted decomposition tree.
Let us consider the graph in Fig. 2 again. Theorem 4.6 implies that such a graph
does not belong to T because both the components of its decomposition cannot be
considered roots, due to the fact that the marked vertices m1 and m2 are not hinges
with respect to the tree class. On the other hand, both components of decomposition
of graph in Fig. 4 are hinged with respect to the tree class and vertex m2 is a hinge
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with respect to the same class. Hence, component with vertex m1 is a root for the
decomposition, and, by Theorem 4.6, the graph belongs to T class.
Applying the general characterization provided by Theorem 4.6 to the class B, we
obtain, the following result and then, in Corollary 4.8, a new characterization of parity
graphs.
Corollary 4.7. Let G 2 B. Then; any component of D(G) is a root for RDB(G).
Proof. By Theorem 4.3 any component in D(G) is trivial or B-hinged. But, if a
nontrivial component is B-hinged, then it is a bipartite graph and hence any vertex is
a hinge with respect to the bipartite graph class.
Corollary 4.8. G is a parity graph if and only if any component of D(G) is trivial
or bipartite.
Proof. The only if case is proved by Theorem 4.3. In the if case, if any component in
D(G) is trivial or bipartite, then DT (G) is rooted with respect to the bipartite graph
class. Then, by Theorem 4.6, it follows that G 2 B.
As remarked above, this result has been used in [11] in order to improve the time
complexity of algorithms to solve the RECOGNITION, the MAXIMUM WEIGHTED CLIQUE and
the MAXIMUM WEIGHTED INDEPENDENT SET problems for the class of parity graphs.
5. On the structure of the family
In this section we prove that the family F consists of an innite number of classes.
This is done by showing an innite chain of classes in which each class is prop-
erly included in the successive one. More general, in Theorem 5.2, we prove that
(F;) is an innite lattice whose top and bottom elements are B and K2 , respec-
tively.
With the following denition we introduce the elements of the innite chain.
Denition 5.1. Let us denote by 0 the class of distance-hereditary graphs. We recur-
sively dene i =Bi for i = 1; 2; : : : ; where Bi = B \i−1.
In other words, i is obtained by restricting the  operator to add bipartite graphs
only belonging to i−1. Since B \ C2B holds for each C 2 B, then i 2 F for
each i= 0; 1; : : :. Furthermore, since BiBi+1 for each i= 1; 2; : : : ; then ii+1 for
each i = 0; 1; : : :.
By Theorem 4.6, we know that the graph in Fig. 2 does not belong to 1  (6;2).
But, since both marked vertices m1 and m2 of its decomposition are hinges with respect
to the class B2, then we can now state that the graph belongs to 2.
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Fig. 5. The graph Gi+1 obtained from the graph Gi .
Lemma 5.1. Let i be a class of Denition 5:1; then the following holds:
i 6= i+1 for each i = 0; 1; : : : :
Proof. By induction on i, we show the existence of a prime, bipartite, biconnected
graph Gi having no subgraph K2;2, hinged with respect to class Bi such that Gi 62 i−1
for each i = 1; 2; : : : Notice that the hypothesis Gi is Bi-hinged implies Gi 2 i.
Basic step. The graph G1  C6 is prime, biconnected and with no subgraph K2;2. It is
also B1-hinged because C6 =(K1;2; P5), where P5 is the path-graph with ve vertices
that trivially belongs to B1, that is, (6; 2)-chordal graphs. Finally, C6 620 because it
does not belong to distance-hereditary graphs.
Inductive step. Let Gi = (V; E) be prime, bipartite, biconnected, with no subgraph
K2;2, Bi-hinged such that Gi 62i−1.
We have to prove the existence of a prime, bipartite, biconnected Bi+1-hinged graph
Gi+1 with no subgraph K2;2 such that Gi+1 62 i.
Let V1 = fx1 j x 2 Vg, V2 = fx2 j x 2 Vg; E1 = f(x1; y1) j (x; y) 2 Eg and E2 =
f(x2; y2) j (x; y) 2 Eg. By construction, graphs (V1; E1) and (V2; E2) are isomorphic
to Gi. Let Gi+1 = (V1 [ V2 [ V 0; E1 [ E2 [ E0) where V 0 = fu; vg; fu; vg [ V = ; and
E0 = f(x1; u); (u; x2); (y1; v); (v; y2)g for a given edge (x; y) 2 E. Fig. 5 represents the
obtained graph.
Since Gi is bipartite, biconnected and does not contain K2;2 Gi+1 has the same prop-
erties. Gi+1 is prime, because in a biconnected graph a (not necessarily induced) sub-
graph K2;2 must exist to have a split. We know that Gi+1, being prime and bipartite,
is hinged with respect to some class C2B.
Let us prove that there is no hinge w with respect to Bi in Gi+1 by showing that
Gi+1 − fwg 62 Bi for each w 2 Gi+1. By contradiction, assuming the existence of a
vertex w 2 Gi+1 such that Gi+1 − fwg 2 Bi then Gi+1 − fwg 2 B \ i−1, hence
Gi+1 − fwg 2 i−1. But Gi+1 − fwg contains Gi, so, by the hereditary property, Gi 2
i−1, and this contradicts the inductive hypothesis. This result implies that Gi+1 62 i
because HBi(Gi+1) = ;.
Furthermore it is easy to prove that Gi+1 − fug 2 i (by Theorem 4.6 showing
a rooted decomposition RDBi(Gi+1 − fug)) and then Gi+1 − fug 2 B \ i, that is,
Gi+1 − fug 2 Bi+1. Hence u 2 HBi+1(Gi+1) and then Gi+1 is Bi+1-hinged.
Theorem 5.2. (F;) is a lattice containing innitely many classes; and whose top
and bottom elements are B and K2 ; respectively.
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Proof. (F;) is a lattice since F is partially ordered by the relation  and the
following inclusions hold:
K2 C B for each C2B:
Furthermore, Lemma 5.1 proves that F contains innitely many classes.
6. Algorithmic problems
In this section we use the characterization of graphs in the class C given in
Theorem 4.6 in order to provide ecient algorithms to solve the recognition and the
isomorphism problem.
Recognition Problem. First of all we give a procedure Test that veries whether a
given graph G belongs to C or not. Let us suppose that C is a class belonging to B,
and that a polynomial recognition algorithm exists for any graph in this class having
a time bound O(t). The following steps allows us to decide if a graph G belongs to
the class C with a polynomial time bound O(nt), when jGj= n.
procedure Test;
input: G
output: true i G 2 C
1. Compute D(G)
2. for each marked edge (m1; m2) in DT (G)
3. begin
4. Let G1; G2 2 D(G) the components such that m1 2 G1 and m2 2 G2:
5. if m1 2 HC(G1) then add a direct edge from m2 to m1
6. if m2 2 HC(G2) then add a direct edge from m1 to m2
7. Remove the marked edge (m1; m2)
8. end
9. Find a vertex Dr of DT (G) such that any other vertex of DT (G) can be
reached from Dr passing throughout directed edges
10. if a root Dr exists then compute HC(Dr) else return false
11. if HC(Dr) 6= ; then return true else return false
According to Theorem 4.6, the above procedure builds the decomposition D(G) and
then it tests if the decomposition tree DT (G) is C-rooted. To the latter purpose, when
a marked edge (m1; m2) joining the components G1 and G2 is considered, it can be (i)
removed, (ii) replaced by a directed edge, or (iii) replaced by two opposite directed
edges. The rst case means that a root does not exist, the second one means that a
root (if it exists) is in the subtree containing G1 (G2, resp.) if the inserted edge is
directed from m1 to m2 (from m2 to m1, resp.), and case (iii) gives no information
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about the possible location of a root. Notice that, for example, according to Corollary
4.7, any marked edge in the decomposition tree of a parity graph is replaced by two
opposite directed edges. If a directed path exists from a component Dr to each other
component, then Dr can be a root for DT (G). Finally, G 2 C if and only if a root
Dr exists and HC(Dr) 6= ;.
It is easy to see that the procedure works on O(nt) time. In fact, Step 1 requires
a linear time [15] on the size of the graph, whereas the cycle at Step 2 is bounded
by O(nt). Step 9 can be easily accomplished in linear time on the size of DT (G). To
perform the Step 10, it is necessary to apply the recognition algorithm for graphs in
the class C a number of times proportional to the size of the component Dr; this time,
in the worst case, is O(nt).
Isomorphism Problem. We have already noted that the isomorphism problem can be
solved in polynomial time in K2 [3], and that its complexity is unknown in B.
Now, we present a polynomial time procedure Isomorphism verifying if G=G0 for
G;G0 2 C. We assume the existence of a polynomial algorithm AC to solve the labeled
isomorphism problem in C. AC is used in order to test if there exists an isomorphism
between nontrivial hinged components when a xed hinge for each component is given.
This can be done by marking the neighborhood of the hinges, by removing the hinges,
and by applying AC to the remaining bipartite graphs.
As for the recognition problem, procedure Isomorphism is still based on the char-
acterization of graphs in C given in Theorem 4.6, and so it requires the C-rooted
decompositions trees RDC(G) and RDC(G0).
Given a root for both the decomposition trees, the following procedure returns a
boolean variable Iso such that Iso ) G=G0. To establish if graphs are really isomor-
phic it suces to repeat the procedure for each root of one of them until either Iso is
true or there are no more roots. This procedure follows the structure of the algorithm
proposed in [1] to solve the isomorphism problem for labeled trees.
procedure Isomorphism;
input: RDC(G); RDC(G0)
output: Iso (Iso ) G=G0)
1. if RDC(G) and RDC(G0) have dierent number of levels
2. then Iso=false; Halt
3. else Assume l is the number of levels when roots are at level 0.
4. Make the union of all the components of RDC(G) and RDC(G0) at
level l, and denote the corresponding set of components as S. Make
the quotient set of S with respect to the isomorphism relation. Assign
in an arbitrary way the integers 1; 2; : : : to the classes, and consequently
assign the integer k to components belonging to the class k.
5. Let L1 be the sorted list of integers assigned to components of
RDC(G) at level l. Assume L2 is the corresponding list for RDC(G0).
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6. if L1 6= L2
7. then Iso=false; Halt
8. else if l= 0 then Iso=true; Halt
9. For each integer k 2 L1, if k is assigned to the component Di at level
l and Dj is its father at level l− 1, then assign the label k to the
marked vertex mji.
10. Repeat the previous step for L2 and RDC(G0).
11. l= l− 1.
12. goto step 5.
The algorithm compares two C-rooted decomposition trees by levels, starting from
the last one. A comparison is performed by assigning the same numerical label to
isomorphic components of the same level, obtaining two lists of integers (one for each
decomposition tree). Such lists are ordered and compared: if they are dierent the
graphs are obviously not isomorphic. Before analyzing the other levels, it is necessary
to record in each upper components all information which characterize (up to isomor-
phism) the subtrees having as root the components themselves. To this purpose, for
each component Di of the current level having associated label k and father Dj, we as-
sign the label k to the marked vertex mji 2 Dj. In this way two components belonging
to the same level are isomorphic if and only if the subtrees of which they are roots
are isomorphic. Finally, graphs G and G0 are isomorphic if the procedure assigns the
same labels to the roots.
Theorem 6.1. Let C be a weak hereditary subclass of bipartite graph class having
a polynomial algorithm to test the labeled graph isomorphism. Then the problem of
deciding if two graphs in C are isomorphic can be solved in polynomial time.
Since the algorithm proposed in [1] solves the isomorphism problem for labeled
trees, the following corollary can be stated.
Corollary 6.2. The isomorphism problem for graphs in T can be solved in polyno-
mial time.
In [3] the authors prove that the automorphism group of a distance-hereditary graph
is that of a tree: this fact provides an injection, computable in polynomial time, from
the class of distance-hereditary graphs to the class of trees and then the labeled isomor-
phism problem for distance-hereditary graphs can be solved in polynomial time. This
result implies that labeled isomorphism in (6,2)-chordal bipartite class can be solved
in polynomial time. Hence, the following corollary holds.
Corollary 6.3. The isomorphism problem for graphs in (6;2) can be solved in poly-
nomial time.
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Fig. 6. The isomorphism problem complexity.
Notice that (6;2)  1 and that the classes i are built using the bipartite graphs
of i−1. As the algorithm (modied as in [1]) can be used to solve the labeled
isomorphism problem for 1, and since the labeled graph isomorphism problem is
polynomially equivalent to the graph isomorphism problem (Theorem 2:23 in [28]), a
recursive application of this algorithm can be used to solve the isomorphism problem
in a generic class i.
Corollary 6.4. For a xed i; the isomorphism problem for graphs in i can be solved
in polynomial time.
As far as the isomorphism problem is concerned, a summary of the results of this
work is shown in Fig. 6.
7. Conclusions and future work
In this work we introduce a family of graph classes in order to provide a reference
framework for studying computational complexity of fundamental graph problems. We
investigate the structure of this family and prove that it is a lattice with respect to the
inclusion relation having innitely many elements. Distance-hereditary graphs and par-
ity graphs are the extreme classes of this lattice. Each dened class is in correspondence
to a particular bipartite graph class.
The main result of this work is a characterization of investigated graphs by a rooted
decomposition tree, obtained from Cunningham decomposition. Using this character-
ization, we provide a polynomial recognition algorithm for each class in the family.
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An isomorphism algorithm is also derived working in polynomial time for each class
if labeled isomorphism problem is solvable in the corresponding bipartite class. We
show that such condition is satised by many classes in the family, corresponding to
classes built on trees, (6,2)-chordal graphs, and an innite number of classes based on
them. All these classes include distance-hereditary class for which a polynomial time
algorithm for the isomorphism problem is already known. This algorithm is the basis
of all the isomorphism algorithms proposed for the other classes.
Future works will be undertaken about optimization problems: in fact we suppose
that characterization based on rooted decomposition could provide a simple way to
face problems like STAINER TREE, CONNECTED DOMINATION, and HAMILTONIAN PATH, as it
does for ISOMORPHISM PROBLEM. It is also our intention to extend results obtained for
the ISOMORPHISM PROBLEM demonstrating that other classes exist in the family such that
the labeled isomorphism problem is solvable in polynomial time in the corresponding
bipartite graph class.
Other studies can be undertaken on the structure of the family, on metric properties
of graphs in its elements, and also on relations among classes in the family and other
remarkable graph classes.
As regards the concept of rooted decomposition, it is our intent to extend its deni-
tion in order to make it applicable to other graph classes which are characterized by
generating operations.
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